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GENRE: Comedy

SYNOPSIS: A bride and groom haggle 
over the conditions of their wedding 
vows until it’s unclear what their 
future relationship will bring besides 
confusion.

DIRECTOR’S TIP: Try having the Pastor 
use a white board to keep track of 
what the bride and groom request. 
By the end of the drama you’ll have 
a very funny visual image to amplify 
the theme of the piece.

TIME: Under 5 minutes

CAST BREAKDOWN: 3

TOPIC: Marriage, Relationships

SCRIPTURE REFERENCE: Matthew 19:5

CHURCH YEAR SEASON: Any 

SUGGESTED USE: Worship service  

CHARACTERS:  
 PASTOR 
 BRIDE 
 GROOM

PROPS: Ring, bouquet, Bible  

COSTUMES: Wedding attire  

SOUND: 3 wireless mics

LIGHTING: General stage 

SETTING: The front of a church

WEDDING WOWS
by Jeffrey Totey
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WEDDING WOWS by Jeffrey Totey

PASTOR stands in front of stage. BRIDE and GROOM stand in front of him down below with 
backs turned to audience.

PASTOR: Oh behalf of Robert and Diane, welcome and thanks for being present with 
them as they come together to celebrate this day of their marriage. Robert, Diane, I 
want to remind you of the wonderful and joyous decisions you are about to make. 
From this day forward, as you commit your lives together, “for keeps” so to speak, 
remember that you will need to pattern your marriage after God’s love and his word. 
Please turn to face each other.

PASTOR: Diane, do you take Robert to be your husband, to have and to hold from this 
day forward, for better or for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, to 
love and to cherish; and promise to be faithful to him until death part you?

BRIDE: Uh…

PASTOR: Diane…

BRIDE: Um…could we change that a bit?

GROOM: Huh?

BRIDE: That part about poorer.

PASTOR: Diane, if you have some reservations about…

BRIDE: I just don’t think I could do that.

PASTOR: Do what?

BRIDE: Be poor.

GROOM: Hey, Diane, I make a good living…

BRIDE: Oh I know you do now, but what about later? I mean, I’m accustomed to the 
kind of life I’m living. If we were to suddenly go poor, I don’t know if I could go through 
that with you.

GROOM: I don’t know what to say.

BRIDE: I’m just being honest. We can still get married and all, I just want to be truthful 
with my vows. You understand, right? We can keep the vows just as they are except for 
this one little change, okay?

GROOM: Uh, well, I suppose so.
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